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Office façade with stainless
steel shingles
S. Jaritz Stahlbau & Montage GmbH
has brand-new, ultramodern head offices
High quality and a rather broad product portfolio, such as
architectural steel constructions, façade structures and
specialist staircases, have been the motor behind S. Jaritz
Stahlbau & Montage GmbH’s steady growth and success. A new
striking head office near Graz was to achieve two things at once:
create more space for the workforce and also showcase the key
material and qualities the brand is known for, i.e. steel, precision
and excellent workmanship. Architect Andreas Lechner fittingly
opted for stainless steel shingles in a diamond pattern which
were juxtaposed with glass and metal fronts. The strikingly
patterned surface accentuates either side of the building gives it
a distinctive look that makes an unmistakable connection to the
company’s area of expertise.
The architecture of business premises generally represents a company to the
outside world, i.e. it makes a first impression on potential customers. But
importantly, they also have an impact on the well-being of the workforce. Both
of these aspects played a key role when the new offices of S. Jaritz Stahlbau &
Montage GmbH were planned and designed. In 2010 the company decided to
build new offices from scratch to create adequate office spaces to house their
internal planning department, the management, and the HR and accounts
departments. Until then these departments had been housed in a temporary
single-storey building on the company premises north of Graz. Not only was the
space no longer sufficient, the offices were also uncomfortable and the
furnishings inadequate for a modern business that had clearly outgrown its
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original settings. However, the new building was also meant to reflect the
company’s field of activity.
Self-sufficient office spaces under one roof
Surrounding premises were acquired to house potential production halls to be
built in the future and to give the administrative offices a new strategic position
within the company premises. And since the factory grounds lie on an
industrial estate between the motorway and a heavily trafficked country road, it
was possible to position the administrative building in a readily visible spot that
also serves to create a spatial boundary to any factory halls. The client wished
to have a building that would have three office spaces that would be able to
function independently, should they need to do so. The L-shaped floor plan on
the ground floor therefore allows for being divided into two office spaces,
having their own separate sanitary areas and tea/coffee points when a partition
wall is pulled up. The building structure of the upper floor opens up at the
staircase via a third entrance door and thus provides another separate office
unit. The ground floor is home to the planning department and also houses the
company’s entire administration. The top floor is home to the management, a
conference room and a further planning department.
Special façade design
The narrow sides of the building are each clad twice with a façade made up of
stainless steel rhomboidal or ‘diamond’ shapes, once on the ground floor and
once on the upper floor. The surfaces, made from metal shingles that don’t rust
and which have an all-round metal border, are given a clear structure thanks to
the diagonal lines. The high-sheen material of the Classic Shingles from
Boehme Systems picks up and reflects the surroundings and the weather and
acts as a giant mirror without losing its autonomy. The totally sealed surface
prevents any water from penetrating even under lashing rain and high winds.
The wide sides of the building facing the road received aluminium panels, while
the façade facing the factory and the upper floor received aluminium tiling. The
elaborate façade design strives to connote what the brand stands for, using the
materials it manufactures, emulating precision and quality workmanship within
the architecture of the administrative building block.
The L-shaped ground floor space has a glass front across its entire length on
both the side facing the roads and the production plants.
The top floor’s rectangular space also features a continuous band of windows.
By offsetting the top floor a covered open forecourt was created, which has
been cleverly landscaped into a small floral island which acts as a central
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point, connecting all routes from the factory to the administrative offices.
Towards the road the ground floor space appears immersed in lush greenery
that tails off at either end, creating the illusion of the building hovering over the
terrain.
Generous work spaces and communication areas
The office spaces have been designed as large open-plan offices that can be
reached on the ground floor via generous access areas from all sides. The
open-plan office areas are only interrupted by a small number of columns and
are structured by the office furnishings themselves; the bracing concrete walls
envelop the sanitary areas which were positioned head-on. The enclosed
narrow sides offer wide shelving across their entire width to store the company
files. The rather generous work and communication spaces with a lowered
ceiling in white lacquer, light-coloured oak flooring throughout, with many
plants and colour accents set by curtains and furniture, resulting in a
workspace that has a pleasant ambience where people feel more at ease and
enjoy their working day. An energy-efficient air to air heat pump and underfloor
heating throughout complement the client’s holistic concept and strive for
excellent quality.
Both the interior and the exterior of the new office building of S. Jaritz Stahlbau
& Montage GmbH present themselves as contemporary architecture that not
only reflects the corporate brand image to the outside world, but also creates a
great ambience where it’s a pleasure to work.
Approx. 5,300 characters

About Boehme Systems:
Boehme Systems Vertriebs GmbH specialises in the development, manufacture and supply of innovative building
claddings made from metal. The company sees itself as a system provider who develops solutions for facades and
roofs that make architectural and economic sense, giving due consideration to all important surrounding factors. The
products are manufactured in the company’s own production facilities which are equipped with state-of-the-art
technologies. In addition to standardized solutions from its extensive product portfolio, Boehme Systems repeatedly
develops individual solutions that offer architects and tradesmen a maximum degree of design freedom. A team of
master tradesmen, fitting instructors, engineers and technicians ensure competent advice and service – from planning
to execution.

Note:
This press release can also be downloaded at www.boehme-systems.com
and www.Kommunikation2B.de.
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Captions:
[13-11 Characteristic façade design]
The narrow fronts of the administration building of S. Jaritz Stahlbau &
Montage GmbH receive two stainless steel rhomboidal facades each, on the
ground and the top floor.
Image: Boehme Systems Vertriebs GmbH

[13-11 Integration]
The high-sheen material of the Classic Shingles from Boehme Systems picks up
the surroundings and the weather and acts as a giant mirror without losing its
autonomy.
Image: Boehme Systems Vertriebs GmbH

[13-11 Pleasant ambience]
Modern, contemporary architecture with a pleasant ambience: The company
head office near Graz creates sufficient workspaces and emulates the
corporate core signifiers: material, precision and quality workmanship.
Image: Boehme Systems Vertriebs GmbH

[13-11 Offset building parts]
By offsetting the top floor a covered forecourt is created, which has been made
into a landscaped garden that acts as a central point which connects all routes
from the factory to the administrative offices.
Image: Boehme Systems Vertriebs GmbH
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If you have any queries please contact:
BOEHME® SYSTEMS Vertriebs GmbH

Kommunikation2B

Rafael Hein
Head of Marketing
Tel: +49 351 653 76 666
Email: presse@boehme-systems.com

Mareike Quassowski | Andre Wand | GbR
Andre Wand
Tel: +49 231 530 70 411
Email: a.wand@kommunikation2b.de
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